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CGPA Advantages:
Strictly linear (except above 95) so that every 

point is accurately and exactly converted to an 

equivalent GPA.

Granting, or not granting, “one more point” will 

make no more difference than it should.  

There are no more “classes” of students and 

grading can be as finely nuanced as any single 

number can be.

Disadvantage:
Implementation…

Discrete vs. Continuous Grading:

-- When we draw a line between grade 

categories, no matter where the line is…

…we create “classes” of students

…and thus ignore the nuances of a    

student’s strengths and weaknesses

…we guarantee ourselves a lot of begging 

and pleading for “just one more point, 

please, please, please”

…and we must explain why another 

student, with an average just one 

point higher, is elevated to a higher 

class status while the complainant is 

denied that status.

So why draw a line at all?

First Alternative:
Linear, catalog-compliant GPA (LGPA)

:

.

This paper presents a continuous alternative to the 

discrete grading system currently used by virtually all 

schools and colleges throughout the country.  In order to 

most accurately reflect the nuances of academic 

achievement of a student, a continuous grading policy is 

superior to a discrete policy.  Such a scheme is presented 

here.  The ubiquity of computational aids, particularly 

Excel, makes such an alternative both viable and trivial.

A (Very) Brief History of 

Grading

1785: President Stiles of Yale University grades 58 

graduating seniors with categorical grades.

1817: Academic arguments about categorical grading 

begin with a critique from the College of William & 

Mary

1870-ish to 1920-ish: Rapid growth of public education 

drives widespread adoption of ‘shorthand’ grading 

systems

Today:

28 colleges use narrative grading (but provide grades 

for transferring students and graduate school 

applications)

Almost everybody else uses letter grades, with the 

over-whelming majority employing “+ and –” flavors; a 

very few use numeric grades.

Nobody’s completely happy with any system.

When is a point not a point?

-- Some points are more important than others

At one end of the scale:

-- (74, 75, 76…)  “C” or higher  Graduation, 

diploma, employment opportunities, able to pay off 

student loans…

-- (73, 72, 71…)  “C-” or lower  No graduation, no 

diploma, reduced employment opportunities, more 

difficult to pay back student loans…

At the other end of the scale:

-- (94, 95, 96…)  “A”  4.00 GPA, Honors …

-- (93, 92, 91, 90)  “A-”  3.67 GPA, perhaps no 

academic recognition…

A single strategically placed point can 

make a big difference.

Why should this be so?

Advantages:

A point is a point is a point...

Disadvantages:

…except above 95 (no A+)

…and between 55 and 60 (no F+)

Will help/hurt equally except between 90 and 931/3 and between 

60 and 631/3, which will cause a slight decrease in GPA, on average.

Second Alternative:
Continuous GPA (CGPA)

Implementation:
From instructor’s perspective:

-- Create a spreadsheet as shown.

-- Record each student’s score in the Num.Grade column.

-- That’s all there is to it – the simple formulas do the rest.

From the Faculty’s perspective:

-- Decide whether or not the CGPA benefits students

a) Student GPAs will be very slightly lower, on average.

b) Very weak students will benefit very slightly

c) Very strong students will suffer very slightly

-- The University Senate must agree, which means the Faculty must    

agree.

From IT’s perspective:

-- Re-program grade recording and transcripts

-- Re-program all other modules that currently refer to letter grades     

and/or their current GPA equivalents

-- Maintain two different systems until the “old GPA” pipeline is 

emptied.

Other operational units:

Registrar (e.g., transcripts)

Financial Aid (e.g., all letter-grade-related loans and scholarships)

International Students Office: (e.g., all letter-grade-related references)

Admissions (e.g., all letter-grade-equivalent evaluations of foreign 

transcripts.)

Summary:

Discrete GPAs…
1. …create classes of students.

2. …make certain points far more important than their magnitude 

warrants.

3. …ignore the nuances of students’ strengths and weaknesses.

4. …encourage “gaming” of the system by student and instructor 

alike.

Continuous GPAs…
1. …overcome all of the above.

2. …may be a nuisance to implement, but so what?  Accurately 

reflecting our students’ accomplishment should be a 

really high priority.

Future Work:

1. Test the attractiveness of this proposal among students…

2. …and faculty.

3. Consider other grading options (next poster)


